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A block B denotes a set of k = k, + k, elements which are divided into two 
subsets B1 and BZ, where 1 Bi / = k, , i = 1 or 2. Two elements of B are said 
to be linked or n-linked in B if and only if they belong to different subsets or the 
same subset of B respectively. A balanced bipartite weighing design, (briefly 
BBWD (v, k, , k, , &)) is an arrangement of ~1 elements into b blocks, each 
containing k elements, such that each element occurs in exactly P blocks, any 
two distinct elements are linked in exactly X, blocks and n-linked in exactly X, 
blocks. 
Given fixed Ic, and leg , there is always a minimal value of X, such that the 
necessary conditions for the existence of a BBWD are satisfied for same U. It is 
proved that in many cases, the necessary conditions are also sufficient. Some 
general methods for constructing BBWD’s as well as a table of all designs 
with v  Q 13 are obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let N = {ni , i = 1, 2 ,..., d} be a finite set of integers. A pairwise 
balanced design, PBD(u, N, h), is an arrangement of v elements into blocks 
having rgi , i = 1, 2 ,..., d elements such that each pair of distinct elements 
occur together in exactly h blocks. A PBD(v, N, h) with N = (k) is a 
balanced incomplete block design. BIBD’s can be generalized to designs 
called balanced graph designs (briefly BGD(rl, k, X; G))[S] by imposing 
a graph structure on the elements of the blocks; that is, by specifying 
whether two elements in a block are linked or not linked. 
Let G be a connected graph with k vertices {x1 , x2 ,..., x3. (For graph- 
theoretical definitions see [7]). The adjacency matrix M(G) = I[ mi, jl of the 
graph G is a symmetric k x k matrix where mii = 0 and mi, = 1 if the 
vertices xi and xj are joined by an edge and mii = 0 otherwise. The 
adjacency matrix of a block in a BGD is defined similarly. A block is 
called a G-block if its adjacency matrix is equivalent to that of the graph G. 
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A BGD(r;, k, h; G) is an arrangement of 0 elements into b G-blocks, such 
that every element occurs in r G-blocks and every pair of distinct elements 
are linked in exactly h G-blocks. Hence a BLBD(u, k, A) is simply a 
BGD(v, k, A; 6) where G is the complete graph with k vertices. 
Several classes of CD’s have been studied, for example, balanced 
Y-designs (e.g., [S]), balanced circuit designs and balanced bipartite designs 
(e.g., [97) where the graph G is a path, a circuit and a complete bipartite 
graph respectively. Let B = {a, , a, ,..., a3 be a block of k distinct elements 
in a BGD. For each pair of elements are not linked in B, we can 
consider them as being n-linked. A (z), k, X; 6) will be called a 
balanced graph weighing design if th.e condition that each pair of distinct 
elements must be n-linked in the same number of blocks is added. 
Let B be a block with B = (B1; B2] where Bl = (u,~, nzl,..., ail}, 
B” = {u12, az2,..., a::,> and two elements in B are linked if they belong to 
different subsets, they are considered as n-linked if they belong to the same 
subset. 
DEP~NITION. A balanced bipartite weighing design (briefly BBWD 
(v, k, ) lc, , A,)) is an arrangement of u elements into b blocks 
B+ = (B?; B,“], each with k distinct elements, where / Bil j = k, , 
/ B; / = k, , such that each element occurs in r blocks, each pair of 
distinct elements are linked in exactly h, blocks and n-linked in exactly A, 
blocks 
lit is evident that the existence of a WD(v, k, , k, q A,) implies that of 
IBD(v, k, A), where h =: A, -t A, . WWv, k, 2 k, , 4) 
(v, /c, A) exists with blocks = Bil w Bi2, where 
I, II,..., b, such t Bil, Bi2, i ::- 1, 2,..., b 
(v, Iv, A,), N = (k, , k,), or such that B,j, 
(11, k, hj), ,j = 1 or 2 and A’ + X2 = A, . 
also have 
LrZMMA 1.1. ~J’&hZ exist a (u, N, A), where N == {TV,,  i --= 1, 2 ,.... 
k, , A,) for each i, then thew exists a 
The pro01 is strai~btforwa~d a hence can be omitted. 
h ba~a~c~~~ weighing matrix, B 28, k), is a(h), I, ---I)-matrix M ofordcs 
” siK.3-l tl-n;it MM’T 
abq M >= ji pt? ;I ‘c / ,) 1 ), ,1 11 ‘s are reiated to these 
matrices, in fact, a l = A, and 0 = v exists if 
and only if a regul here the number of - l’s per 
TOW ant). 
A with k, =I k2 -=- p is also called a tour~a~~e~t design and when 
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p = 2, it is called a bridge tournament design; these designs have been 
studied by several authors [3, 4, 12-151. 
A BBWD is said to be resolvable if the b blocks may be divided into T 
sets Fj , j = 1, 2 ,..., r, each with b/r blocks such that each Fi contains all 
the u elements in the design. A resolvable BBWD (briefly RBBWD) with 
I$ = k, = 2, h, = 1 is also called a Whist-tournament [I, lo]. 
In this paper, general methods for constructing BBWD’s are given and 
in particular, a list of all the designs for z, < 13 is obtained. 
Remark. Since a BBWD is allowed to have repeated blocks, the 
existence of a BBWD(U, kI , k, , h,‘) and a BBWD(u, k, , k, , hi) implies 
that a BBWD(V, kl , k, , h,), where h, = ph,’ + g&‘, p, q non-negative 
integers not both equal to zero, exists also, Consequently we need consider 
BBWD’s with minimal h, only. 
2. ELEMENTARY RELATIONS 
In order to exclude trivial BBWD’s, k is always assumed to be greater 
than two. We have k = k, + k, and without loss of generality, we 
assume that k, < k, . As in any balanced graph design, we have obviously 
bk = VT. 
Counting the total number of links and n-links in two ways, we get 
respectively, 
4 (;) = bW2, 4 (;) = b ((2) + (:)) . 
When k, < k2, let r, be the number of blocks .Ri in which an element x 
occurs in BE1 and Ye the number of blocks Bj in which x occurs in Bj2, 
obviously r = r, + r2 and we also have 
h,(v - 1) = rlk2 + r,k, 
and 
X,(v - 1) = r,(k, - 1) + r,(k, - 1). 
These equations together imply that 
b = Mu - 1) 
-%&---’ 
r = hk(v - 1) 
2k,k, ’ 
r, = h,(u - 1) 
2k, ’ 
r2 = MJ - 1) 
2k, ’ 
h = h Mb - 1) + k&h - 1) 
2 1 2k&, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
We see from (3) that r1 and r2 do not depend on the particular element X, 
furthermore, r1 and r’, are undefined when k, 2: k, . As all the parameters 
of a design can be expressed through v, k, , k, md A, , hence we use the 
notation BBWD(U, k, , k, , hI). 
Equations (f)--(4) are the necessary conditions for the existence of a 
BBWD(a, k, , k, , h,). Given fixed k, and Iz, , there is always a minimal 
value of X, such that these necessary conditions are satisfied for some value 
of I). 
With some parameters fixed, it will be shown in this paper that in some 
cases, the necessary conditions arealso sufficient. We use 
of symmetrically repeated differences [2] to construct BBWD’s, whenever 
possible. 
Let A be an automorphism of a BBWD(q k, , k, , A,), D; two blocks Bi 
and Bj are said to be in the same orbit if AS(&) = Bj for some S > 1. An 
orbit of blocks can be represented by any one of its blocks, which will be 
called a base block. Hence a collection /? of base blocks, one from each 
orbit, determines the whole design D with the given automorphism A. The 
order of a base block is the cardinality of the orbit it belongs to. A BBWD 
is said to be cyclic if it has an automorphism consisting of a single cycle of 
length u and the automorphism is called a cyclic automorphism. 
Unless otherwise stated, the elements of a BBWD D will be the residues 
modulo IV in the range (0, w - 1) where w = II or v -- 1 and in the case 
where w = v --- 1, the extra element will be denoted by 00. The auto- 
morphism associated with D will be 
according to whether w ‘--: v or not. 
F(w) denote a Galois field of order w, a prime power, and x denote 
a ~r~rnit~v~ root. in the field, 
We consider first the case where k, :m k, = ~rp 2 2. 
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2p - 1. If D1 exists with blocks &, i = 1, 2 ,..., 2p - 1, we can always 
construct blocks Bi , i = 1, 2 ,..., 2p - 1, of D2 by putting Bi = {& U (co}; 
Bi2} for each i. Similarly we can obtain design D, from D, . The existence 
of a BBWD(2p, p, p, p) implying that p is even is proved in [4, p. 1531. 
Using the results in the lemma above and in [4, p. 1531, we get 
THEOREM 3.2. (a) Letp be even. There exist a BBWD(2p - 1,p - 1, 
p, p) and a BBWD(2p, p, p, p) $2~ - 1 is aprimepower. 
(b) Let p be odd. There exist a BBWD(2p - 1,~ - l,p, 2p) and 
a BBWD(2p,p,p, 2p) if2p - I is aprimepower. 
Now we consider the general case k, < k, . 
THEOREM 3.3. Let v be an odd prime power, then a BBWD(v, k, , k, , 
k,k,) exists. 
Proof. Let v = 2t + 1 be a prime power. For i = 0, l,..., t - 1, let 
B, = {Bil; Bi2) be base blocks where 
Bil zz {xi, ,ylfi,. . ., ~+-l+~) 
and 
Bi2 = 
1 
IxIcl+i, X7cl+l+i,..., pl+i} ifk<v 
{x Rlfi ) xkl+l+d,. . .) xk-2fi, 0) if k = v. 
Remark 1. It is a routine matter to check that the collections of base 
blocks constructed in the theorem above and in the rest of this paper 
generate the required designs under automorphism A. 
Remark 2. In the case where w is a prime, w = v or v - 1, a base 
block B = (al’, a21 ,..., a& ; a12, a22 ,..., aiz} generates other blocks when 
automorphism A = (0 1 *a* (w - 1)) is applied to it repeatedly. When 
w = p”, wherep is a prime and n > 2, the base block B generates w blocks, 
namely 
{al’ + s, azl + g,..., a:, + g; al2 + g, a?’ + g,..., 4, + g) 
for all g E GF(w) [3, p. 3241. 
Remark 3. The theorem above is a generalization of the results in [15]. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let v = 2pt + 1 be a prime power. Then a 
BBWD(v, p, p + 1, p + 1) exists for p odd and a BBWD(v + 1, p, p, p”) 
exists for any p. 
Proof. A WD(v,p, p, p), D exists with t base blocks & =- {xi, 
x2tl i R.~‘, “yw27-1)t Ii. +i, X3t+i,. .) x(21l-l 1% ij., i = 0, I,..., t - 1 (see [4, 
p. 1511). The bldcks iT, ::= {Bil; &’ LJ {O)), i :m 0, I,..., t -- I, generate a 
~~W~~Z~~I~~~ -t I, p + 1) when p is odd. 
Let the elements of a BBWD(u + I, p, p> p’) be the same as that of D 
plus 00. Consider the subset 63,l of . Let Bij be the same as 5,’ except 
that the element x~~(~-‘) of BO1 is re ted by CO. Put Bj* = (&, ; B,2) for 
j- 1,2 ,... ~ p, Bz+,, = B, and repeat each of I& , i :~- 1, 2,..., t - I,p times, 
then these are the pt blocks needed. 
Similarly, since a 4t 4 I, 4,4, 8), where t 3 3 is odd and 
4t ;i- 1 is a prime power, exists (14, p. 152]), we have 
hdMh 3.5. Let v = 4t -t 1 be a prime power, where t 3 3 is odd. 
TI7er7 a BBWD(v, 4, 5, 10) exists. 
Proofl For i = 0, l,..., t - 1, let the base blocks be Bi = {xi, x~+~, 
,p+i x3t+i. ) x2 j  i, $+t+i, X2t+2+i, X3t+2+i, @}. 
WLnow consider the case where 1 = k, < k, . 
LEMMA 3.6. Let k, -= I and k, > 1, there exist a BBWD(k, 1, k, , 2), 
D, and a BBWD(k f 1, 1) 12% , 2k,), D*, where k = I + k, . 
Proqf The block B = {S; 1, 2 ,..., k,: generates all the blocks of D. Put 
B1 = B, B, = (co; “} and for i = 1, I&..., kZ ) put B,+i = (i; 
J& consists of the same elements as BZ except that element i is replaced by 
00, then these k, -I 2 blocks generate D*. 
hiMMA 3.7. Let k, = i, k be even and v : 2tk, + 1 be a prime power. 
Then there exist a WD(u, I I k, ~ I), D, and a (v + 1, 1, k2 7 
Zk,), D”. 
Proqfi ‘The blocks B; =- (0; 9, x=‘-~,,.., x~(~cz-~)~+~) for i = 0, l,..., t -- i 
are t base blocks which generate U. Consider block 
replacedby M3. Forj- 1,2,...,k,, 
Ty 2 =: (co; B,“); f~rthermore~ for 
.g!&+ ~qri...]),.ln, L-- 
LEMMA 3.8. Let k, = 1, k be odd and v == tk, + I be a prime power. 
77 there exist a (v + I, I., k2 , 2k,), 
ProoyC For i = 0, I,..., t .-- I, i = ((3; xi, .xt i 15~.~, x(ka--l)t-+i) are base 
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blocks which generate D. We can construct D” with the method used in 
Lemma 3.7. 
We can also construct a BBWD with k, = 1 using a slightly different 
method. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let k, = 1, k be odd and 2k, - 1 be a prime power. Then 
there exists a BBWD(2k, , I, k, , 2k,), D. 
Proof. Let the k, - 1 base blocks Bi , i = 1, 2 ,..., k, - 1 of 
a BBWD(2k, - 1, 1, k, , k,), (which exists by Theorem 3.3) be included 
in D. 
By Lemma 3.7, a BBWD(2k, - 1, I, k, - I, 1) exists with one base 
block B. Put BJ,z-l+j = (B1; B2 u (co)} forj = 1,2 ,..., k, , and put B2,Gz =
{a; 0, x0, x2 ),..) x~~z-~}. These 2k, base blocks generate D. 
Consider the case where 2 = kI < k2 , we get 
LEMMA 3.10. Let k, = 2. (a) 1f k, is even and k, + 1 a prime power, 
then there exists a BBWD(k, + 2, 2, k, ,2k,). 
(b) If k, is odd and 2k, + 1 a prime power, then there exists a 
BBWD(2k, + 2, 2, k, ,4k,). 
Proof. (a) Lemma 3.8 implies that there exists a BBWD(k2 + I, I, 
k, ,2) with a base block B; Theorem 3.3 implies that a BBWD(k, + 1,2, 
k, - 1, 2(k2 - 1)) exists with k/2 - 1 base blocks, &, i = 0, l,..., k/2 - 2. 
Put BI = (gl u {co}; B2) and Bi+I = _ (B,l; Bi2 U {CO}} for i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
k/2 - 2. 
(b) As in part (a), we construct a BBWD(2k, + 2, 2, k, , 4k,) using 
the base blocks of a BBWD(2k, + 1, I, k, , 1), a BBWD(2k, + 1,2, 
k, - 1, 2(k2 - 1)) and a BBWD(2k, + 1, 2, k, ,2k,). 
Using the same construction, we can prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let k, be odd and 2k, + 1 be a prime power. Then there 
exist a BBWD(2k, + 2, k, , k, + 1,2k,(k, + l)), D, and a BBWD(2k, + 2, 
k, , k, + 2,2kl(k, + 211, D". 
Proof. It is stated in the proof of Theorem 3.4 that a BBWD(2k, + 1, 
k1 , k, , k,) exists with a base block B; a BBWD(2k, + I, kI - 1, k, + 1, 
(k, - l)(k, + 1)) exists also with k, base blocks & , i = 1, 2,..., k, 
(Theorem 3.3). Put Bi = {B1; Bz U {CO)} for i = 1, 2,. . ., k, + 1, B,I+,+j = i 
Bjl v {co}; Ei2j, for j = 1,2,..., k, and let B21c1+2 be the base block of a 
BBWD(2k, + 1, k, , k, + 1, k, + l), which exists by Theorem 3.2(a). 
These 2k, + 2 base blocks generate a ~~WD~2~~ -1 2, k, , k, $- 1, 
2k,(k, -I- 1)). 
Construct the base blocks of II* similarly using that of a 
BBWD(2k, -t- 1, k, - 1, k, + 2, (k, -- I)(k, -+ 2) and a BBWD(.X, f 1, 
k, ) k, 4- I, k, -;- 1). 
4. ~PECTAT, CQNSTRUCTION 
In this section, we prove the existence of some BBWD(U, k, , k, ) h,) 
with 3 < v < 13 which are not included in the general construction of 
Section 3; in the case where k, and Ic, are small, designs for v > 13 are 
also considered. Given fixed v, k, , and k, , an integer is said to be an 
admissible value of X, if it is such that the values of 6, r, rl , r2 and h, 
obtained from equations (l)-(4) are integral. A BBWD(v, kl , k, , A,) is 
said to be a minimal design [4] if X, has minimal admissible value. We 
consider only minimal designs (see remark at the end of Section l), except 
those designs which do not exist (for example, those precluded by 
Lemma 3.1) or whose existences are unknown (for example, 
BBWD(10, 3, 3, 3)), in which cases we consider the BBWD’s where X, has 
the next admissible value. 
The simplest case is when k, == It, ~-- 1, but a BWD(V, I, 1, 1) 
obviously exists for all 2) > 1. Consider the next ease, k, = 1, k, = 2, we 
have 
v -= 1 (mod 2) for X, = 2 (mod 4) 
any v for A, 5: 5 (mod 4). 
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LEMMA 4.2. A BBWD(u, 1, 3, h,) exists in thefollowing cases 
21 z 1 or 4 (mod 12) for X, = 2 
o = 1 or 5 (mod 20) for X, = 3 
0 or 1 
’ E i 
(mod 4) 
= 
1 5 (mod 10) 
for 
or 
X, 6. 
Proof. We use Lemma 1.1 to prove the existence of a BBWD(u, 1,3, X,): 
A BBWD(4, 1, 3, 2) exists by Lemma 3.6; but a BIBD(v, 4, X) exists when 
v-1 or4(mod12)ifh==l andwhenuzoor 1 (mod4)ifX=3 [5] 
hence a BBWD(u, 1, 3, A,) exists when u = 1 or 4 (mod 12) if h, = 2 and 
whenu-Oor1(mod4)ifhI=6. 
We can prove the other two series similarly since a BBWD(5, 1, 3, 3) 
exists by Theorem 3.3 and a BIBD(u, 5, X) exists when D = 1 or 5 (mod 20) 
if h = 1 and when v = 1 or 5 (mod IO), zi f 15 if h = 2 [S] Lastly, a 
BBWD(15, 1, 3, 3) exists with seven base blocks: 
(0; 4, 5, 71, (0; 3, 7, 13), m 3, 9, 1% w; 10, 13, 141, (0; 1, 3, 71, 
10; 2, 4, 9} and (0; 1, 4, 91. Hence the proof is complete. 
We now show that some BBWD’s in Table I exist by exhibiting their 
base blocks. The numbers before the designs refer to their positions in the 
table. 
(11) 
(14) 
(34) 
(35) 
BBWD(6, 1, 3, 6), b = 30, A, = 6 
{co; 2, 3,419 (2; a, 3941, (3; Go, 1,41 
(4; 00, 1, 3) (1; 2, 3,419 (2; 1, 3,4>. 
BBWD(6,2, 3, 12), b = 30, A, = 8 
Bl = B, = {co, 0; 1,2,4}, B3 = B4 = B5 = (0, 1; co, 2,4) 
BG = (1, 2; 4, 3, 01. 
BBWD(8, 1, 5, lo), b = 56, h, = 20 
(~0; 2,394, 5,619 (0; ~0, 1,2, 3,519 (0; 00, 1,394, 51, 
0; ~,2,3,4,6), (3; a,29 4, 5961, (2; 00, 1,4, 5,619 
13; 1,294, 5,619 (2; 1,3,4,5,61. 
BBWD(8,2,4, 8), b = 28, A, = 7 
im, 0; 1,2, 3, 51, (2, 3; m,4, 5,619 (2, 6; ~0, 1,4, 51, 
(1, 3; 0, 2, 4, 61. 
Balanced Bipartite Weighing Designs With t’ i;: 13 
v k, Ii, h, 
1 31 2 2 
2 41 2 4 
3 41 3 2 
4 42 2 2 
5 51 2 2 
6 51 3 3 
7 52 2 2 
8 51 4 2 
9 51 3 6 
10 61 2 4 
11 613 6 
12 62 2 4 
13 61 4 8 
14 62 312 
15 61 5 2 
16 62 4 8 
17 63 3 6 
18 71 2 2 
19 71 3 1 
20 ‘7 2 2 4 
21 714 4 
22 72 3 6 
23 71 5 5 
24 72 4 8 
25 73 3 3 
26 7 1 6 2 
27 ‘1 2 5 10 
2s 73 4 4 
29 8 I 2 4 
30 81 3 6 
.: 1 ! !  2 2 ?. 
j ‘j t; 1 ? 8 
33 8 2 312 
34 8 i 5 10 
35 82 4 8 
Reference 
-__ - 
Theorem 4.1 
Lemma 3.6 
Lemma 3.6 
141 
Lemma 3.8 
Theorem 3.3 
141 
Lemma 3.6 
Theorem 3.2” 
Lemma 3.8 
Section 4 
t41 
Lemma 3.6 
Section 4 
Lemma 3.6 
Lemma 3.10 
[41 
Theorem 3.3 
1111 
WI 
Theorem 3 3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
MI 
Lemma 3.6 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.2 
Lemma 3.8 
Lemma 3,7 
91 
Lemma 1.9 
Lemma 3.10 
Section 4 
Section 4 
NO. II I;, k, A, 
36 83 3 9 
37 8 L 6 12 
38 82 520 
39 83 424 
40 8 1 7 2 
41 8 2 612 
42 8 3 5 30 
43 84 4 4 
44 912 2 
45 913 3 
46 92 2 2 
47 914 2 
48 92 3 3 
49 91 5 5 
50 92 4 8 
51 93 3 3 
52 91 6 6 
53 9 2 510 
54 9 3 4 12 
55 91 7 7 
56 92 6 6 
57 9 3 5 15 
58 94 4 4 
59 918 2 
60 9 2 I ‘7 
61 93 6 3 
62 9 4 5 10 
63 10 1 2 4 
64 10 1 3 2 
65 10 ? 2 4 
66 I(? 1 a 8 
67 IO 2 3 12 
68 10 1 5 JO 
69 102 4 8 
70 10 1 3 6 
Reference 
-- -- 
141 
Lemma 3.6 
Section 4 
Lemma 3.11 
Lemma 3.6 
Lemma 3.10 
Lemma 3.11 
t41 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
l41 
ILemma 3.8 
Section 4 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
c41 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorcm 3.3 
Section 4” 
Theorem 3.3 
I41 
Lemma 3.6 
Theorem 3 .T 
Lemma .? .8 
Section 4 
141 
Lemma 7,F. 
Section 4 
(4)" 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 
No. v  k, k, A, Reference No. u kl kz ~4 Reference 
71 101 6 4 
72 10 2 5 20 
73 10 3 4 8 
74 IO 1 7 14 
75 10 2 6 12 
76 10 3 5 30 
77 10 4 4 16 
18 10 1 8 16 
19 10 2 7 28 
80 103 6 4 
81 10 4 5 40 
82 10 1 9 2 
83 10 2 8 16 
84 IO 3 7 14 
85 10 4 6 8 
86 10 5 5 10 
87 11 1 2 2 
85 11 1 3 3 
89 112 2 4 
90 11 1 4 4 
91 11 2 3 6 
92 11 1 5 1 
93 112 4 8 
94 113 3 9 
95 11 1 6 6 
96 11 2 5 10 
97 11 3 4 12 
98 11 1 7 7 
99 11 2 6 12 
100 11 3 5 15 
101 11 4 4 16 
102 11 1 8 8 
103 11 2 7 14 
104 11 3 6 18 
105 11 4 5 20 
106 11 I 9 9 
Section 4 
Section 4 
[41 
Lemma 3.6 
Hll 
Lemma 3.6 
Lemma 3.10 
[41 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
[41 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Lemma 3.7 
Theorem 3.3 
[41 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
[41 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
12s 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
f41 
Lemma 3.6 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Lemma 3.8 
Lemma 4.2 
[41 
Section 4 
Section 4 
Lemma 3.7 
Section 4 
[41 
Lemma 3.9 
Lemma 3.10 
11 2 8 16 
11 3 7 21 
114 624 
115 5 5 
11 1 10 2 
11 2 9 18 
11 3 8 24 
11 4 I 28 
11 5 6 6 
12 1 2 4 
12 1 3 6 
12 2 2 2 
12 1 4 8 
12 2 3 12 
12 1 5 10 
122 4 8 
123 3 3 
12 1 6 12 
12 2 5 20 
12 3 4 24 
12 1 7 14 
12 2 6 12 
12 3 5 30 
124 4 8 
12 1 8 16 
12 2 7 28 
12 3 6 12 
12 4 5 40 
12 1 9 18 
12 2 8 16 
12 3 7 42 
12 4 6 24 
12 5 5 25 
12 1 10 20 
12 2 9 36 
12 3 8 48 
ToHe continued 
Section 4 
[41 
(41 
Lemma 3.6 
x0. 
- 
143 
E44 
i4S 
146 
I47 
148 
149 
150 
I51 
152 
153 
I54 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
12 4 I 56 
12 5 6 60 
I2 1 II 2 
12 2 IO 20 
12 3 9 18 
I2 4 8 16 
12 5 I IQ 
126 6 6 
13 I 2 2 
13 1 3 1 
132 2 2 
13 I 4 2 
132 3 3 
131 5 5 
I32 4 8 
13 3 3 3 
13 I 6 2 
13 2 5 IO 
13 3 4 4 
13 1 7 7 
132 6 6 
13 3 5 15 
13 4 4. 8 
13 I s 4 
13 2 7 7 
Reference 
-.. -. -. 
Lemma 3. I I 
Lemma 3.6 
Lemma 3 10 
Lemma 3.11 
141 
Theorem 3.3 
Lemma 3.7 
[41 
Lemma 3 S 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
[41 
Lemma 3.8 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorcm 3.4 
Thcorcm 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
WI 
-- 
No. 
168 
I69 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
I‘ I< 1 k, h 
13 3 6 3 
I3 4 5 10 
131 9 3 
13 2 8 16 
13 3 7 7 
1.3 4 6 8 
13 5 5 25 
13 1 10 10 
13 2 9 18 
13 3 8 24 
13 4 I 28 
Ii 5 6 30 
13 1 11 11 
13 2 10 10 
13 3 9 9 
13 4 8 16 
13 5 7 35 
136 6 6 
13 1 12 2 
I3 2 II II 
I3 3 10 5 
134 9 6 
13 .5 8 20 
I.3 h 7 34 
Reference 
---... -__ 
1111 
Lemma 3.5 
‘Theorem 3.3 
I.41 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
Theorem 3.3 
t41 
Lemma 3.6 
Theorcm 3.P 
” Minimal design does not exist by Lemma 3.1 
‘i Minimal design does not exist, proved in Section 4. 
* Existence of minimal design is u!3known 14. p, 1541. 
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(56) BBWD(9, 2, 6, 6) b = 14. AZ = 8 
Assume that a minimal BBWD(9, 2, 6, 3) exists. Let the nine blocks 
be Bi , i = 1, 2 ,..., 9. Without loss of generality, let BI = (0, 1; 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, Bz = (0, u,“, ; 2, 3,4, 5, &, a&) and a:, = 0 for 
i E I = (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). Now = 2 implies that each element of v, 
(2, 3, 4, 51 must belong to two subsets Bnzl, B,l where m, n E IV (9). 
As element 0 is linked with each element of {2, 3,4, 5) twice already, 
h, = 3 implies that (2, 3, 4, 5) C B,l which is impossible since 
1 B,l I = 2. Hence a BBWD(9, 2, 6, 3) cannot exist. However, a 
BBWD(9, 2, 6, 6) exists with base blocks {I, 3; 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, S} and 
(1, 6; 2, 324, 5, 7, 81. 
(64) BBWD(l0, 1, 3, 2), b = 30, A, = 2 
Let the elements be {co} u (00, 01, 02, 10, 11, 12, 20, 21, 22) and 
an automorphism be A = (oo)(OO, 01, 02)(10, 11, 12)(20, 21, 22). 
(00; 01, 10, 111, {I I; 12, 20,211, {22; 21, 00,02), 
(00; 02, 11, 12}, (10; 12,21,22}, (20; 22,01,02}, 
(00; 10,20, co>, (11; 02,22, co}, (22; 01, 12, a} and 
(co; 00, 11,22}. 
(68) BBWD(lO, 1, 5, lo), b = 90, h, = 20 
Consider the four base blocks, Bl , Bz , B, , S, , each of order 9, of 
a BBWD(9, 1, 5, 5) (No. 49) and the two base blocks B, B, each of 
order 9, of a BBWD(9, 1,4,2) (No. 47). Put B, = Be = {B1; 
Bz u (co]>,B7 = B, = {@; B2 u {co}}, B, = (0; 1, 5, 6, 7, co} 
and B,, = {co; 1, 4, 6, 7, 8). Then Bt , i = 1, 2 ,..., 10 generate 
the design. 
(74) BBWD(l0, 1, 7, 14) b = 90, h, = 42. 
Let the four blocks, each of order 9, of a BBWD(9, 1,6,6) (whose 
existence is implied by Theorem 3.3) be B, , B,, & , and B4 . Put 
Bi = {&I; Bi2 U (co}}, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, B, = (0; 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, co}, 
B, = (0; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, co), B, = (0; 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 005, 
B, = (CO; 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 81, B, = (1; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) and 
B,, = (3; 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). 
(75) BBWD(l0, 2, 6, 12), b = 45, A, = 16. 
(~0, 3; 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 81, 11, 2; 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, a>, 
(2, 5; 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, ~1, 12, 6; 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, a> 
(1, 6; 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8;. 
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